From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Rachael Lawrence
Kirk Allen
Re: Township Records
Wednesday, July 31, 2019 10:48:04 AM

Mr. Allen,
Again, I have no interest in participating in your unproductive and inflammatory gossip-blog,
and, again, I have no comments to you regarding "confirming I've confirmed" any of your
he-said/she-said gossip.
This is an official e-mail channel for the usage of conducting Township business. For the
last time, I am telling you that not use this e-mail address to contact me for any reason.
Further, considering the litigation you are engaging in and threatening the Township with, I
will not be responding to any future emails from you. You may contact the Township
attorney with any questions regarding Township business, or Andrew Gasser regarding
Road District business.
Sincerely,
Rachael Lawrence
Algonquin Township Trustee
From: Kirk Allen <Kirk@illinoisleaks.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 10:38:13 AM
To: Rachael Lawrence <rlawrence@algonquintownship.com>
Subject: RE: Township Records

Rest assured this has to do with Township Business.
Is the statement below in quotes true or not? It came from an Algonquin Township official.
“The one thing that Rachael Lawrence did confirm is that Gasser has video of my son”
Thanks
Kirk
From: Rachael Lawrence <rlawrence@algonquintownship.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 10:26 AM
To: Kirk Allen <Kirk@illinoisleaks.com>
Subject: Re: Township Records
Mr. Allen,
I have no interest in participating in your unproductive and inflammatory gossip-blog. I have
no comments to you regarding "confirming I've confirmed" anything.
This is an official e-mail channel for the usage of conducting Township business. If you

have no official business to conduct, please do not use this e-mail address to contact me.
Sincerely,
Rachael Lawrence
Algonquin Township Trustee
From: Kirk Allen <Kirk@illinoisleaks.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 10:17:17 AM
To: Rachael Lawrence <rlawrence@algonquintownship.com>
Subject: RE: Township Records

It is being reported to us that you confirmed Andrew Gasser had a copy of the video with
Lukasik and her family in the basement room.
Can you confirm that you have confirmed Andrew Gasser had a copy of the video? If so, how
did you confirm this information?
Thanks
Kirk Allen
From: Rachael Lawrence <rlawrence@algonquintownship.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2019 7:13 PM
To: Kirk Allen <Kirk@illinoisleaks.com>
Subject: Re: Township Records
I recall instances when I observed Andrew Gasser to be amused when Clerk Lukasik was
distressed for whatever reason. I was not an eyewitness to any of the other allegations you
mention, and while I do have my suspicions, I don't like to speculate or share gossip that I
can't personally confirm.
Sincerely,
Rachael Lawrence
Algonquin Township Trustee
Get Outlook for Android
From: Kirk Allen <Kirk@illinoisleaks.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2019 6:49:11 PM
To: Rachael Lawrence <rlawrence@algonquintownship.com>
Subject: Township Records

Trustee Lawrence,
I received information this weekend that alleged it was Ryan Provenzano and Chuck Lutzow
that put together the anonymous packet of information on Bob Miller. Is this true to your
knowledge?

The other allegation was that Ryan Provenzano, Chuck Lutzow, and Andrew Gasser would move
records or boxes with records and then laugh about Lukasik not being able to find them. Is this true
to your knowledge?
Thanks
Kirk Allen

